TinkerPl ts
Dynamic Data Exploration

Students aged 9—13 use TinkerPlots
Dynamic Data Exploration to create
colourful visual representations of data
– making sense out of numbers and
recognising patterns as they unfold.
TinkerPlots is speciﬁcally designed to get
students excited about what they can learn
from data. Featuring an engaging, friendly
interface, TinkerPlots presents a dynamic
learning environment in which students create
colourful visual representations to help them
make sense out of real data and recognise
patterns as they unfold. Itʼs a must for inquirybased maths and science classrooms in
which students collect and analyse data to
explore their own hypotheses.

Seeing Is
Believing — and
Learning!
Presenting the
First Dynamic
Data Exploration
Software for
Ages 9-13
Clifford Konold and Craig D. Miller
University of Massachusetts

TinkerPlots empowers your students to:
Collect data. Download data from the
Internet, copy it from a spreadsheet, or enter
it by hand.
Design plots. Organise data by
ordering, stacking, and separating data icons
to create pie charts, histograms, scatter
plots, or graphs of their own creation. Colour
the icons by another attribute to show even
more patterns.
Dynamically explore data sets.
Highlight values in one graph to show them
highlighted in all graphs. Drag icons to modify
the data. Drag bins to change their width.
When your students change something in
TinkerPlots, everything linked to what they
change updates dynamically!
Investigate cool data. TinkerPlots
comes with about 40 data sets covering
everything from the weight of studentsʼ
backpacks to the orbits of the planets. Each
data set includes a question to get students
started.
Produce Coursework. Students use
TinkerPlots to produce reports that include
their graphs, along with text that explains
their ﬁndings and even photos they take or
locate on the Web.
Share data. Teachers and students
from all around the world can share data on
the TinkerPlots Resource Centre.
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Animate Plots with
Sliders and Filters
User a slider to observe
how cases are added
to the graph. The slider
controls the plot ﬁlter.
The ﬁlter is deﬁned by a
formula which you can
see below the plot.
What makes TinkerPlots different from any other
“graphing” or spreadsheet program is that, with
TinkerPlots, students actually design their own
graphs. This gives them a sense of being in control of
what they produce.
Like a word-processing or spreadsheet program,
TinkerPlots is a general tool that teachers and
students alike will ﬁnd useful across a large range
of subject matter. It comes with a variety of ready-toanalyse data collections, drawn from topics including
mathematics, science, history, geography, health
studies, sports, and more.

[Above:] How many calories do most cereals have? Use the Drawing tool and case
counts to make just one plot that might answer this question.

Support for Teachers
In addition to extensive support online at the TinkerPlots
Resource Centre, TinkerPlots comes with these support and
learning materials:
Exploring Data With TinkerPlots provides you
with everything you need to get started — from installation
instructions to advice on teaching with TinkerPlots. Seven
activities illustrate TinkerPlotsʼ many applications and are
accompanied by detailed Activity Notes written for the
teacher.
The CD-ROM, in addition to including the program
ﬁles for Windows and Macintosh platforms, features an
extensive help system, ﬁve QuickTime movies providing
basic instruction, more than 40 data sets, demonstration ﬁles
showing TinkerPlotsʼ capabilities, and PDFs of all printed
materials, including the help system.
A Quick Reference Card provides students with easyto-read basics on using TinkerPlots.

“In my multi-age classroom with a mix of regular education,
special education, and ESL students, all have responded
favorably to TinkerPlots. They have a much stronger
understanding of the data they collect and quickly get to
where they can formulate questions and create graphs that
answer their questions. They enjoy the colours and animation
and frequently choose to use TinkerPlots in their free time.”
—Teri Hedges, Huegel Elementary School

Winner!
Silver Honour - Parentsʼ Choice
Foundation
“It is as massive as it is impressive.
TinkerPlots is graphically appealing. It can
animate changes in the icons plotted on its
graphs. But the icons used for the graphs
donʼt just change. They morph from one
icon type to another, e.g. from dots to bars.
The extremely friendly and intuitive interface
allows the user to play with the data plotted
in an inﬁnte variety of formats. We are
limited only by our imaginations. Thatʼs a
fairly impressive claim to make about a
graphing program.
Sample data sets included on the CD cover a
wide variety of topics and include questions
that lead to a greater depth of understanding
of the data being presented. These sample
graphs are easily and creatively adjusted
to facilitate understanding and to generate
new ideas for original research.”
Carolyn Gershovich, Parentʼs Choice
Foundation

System Requirements: Windows 98, XP, Mac OS X 10.1 or later, 64MB RAM (Win) 128MB RAM (Mac), 100MB
disk space. Licences and Prices: £49 + vat, 10-user £159 + vat, 50-user £359 + vat, Site £475 + vat.
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Free Trial
CD-ROM
available
to teachers

Developing Number 2

INTERACTIVE MATHEMATICS

Mathematical Problem Solving

TinkerPl ts

Chartwell-Yorke Ltd, 114 High Street, Belmont Village,
Bolton, Lancashire, BL7 8AL, England
Tel (+44) (0)1204 811001, Fax (+44) (0)1204 811008
info@chartwellyorke.com http://www.chartwellyorke.com
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